7th Grade Supply List (revised August 2020)
*Please mark supplies with name and subject*

➢ General Supplies for All Classes
  ○ Pencils  (Please replenish throughout the year.)
  ○ Colored pencils and/or markers
  ○ Notebook paper
  ○ Charged Chromebook (charge nightly and bring to each class daily)
  ○ Earbuds (bring to each class daily)
  ○ Face masks (wear clean mask daily to cover mouth and nose)
  ○ Optional: Supply pouch (for pencils, earbuds, etc.)
  ○ Optional: Erasers
  ○ Optional: Highlighters
  ○ Optional: Agenda/planner  (may be purchased through school office)
  ○ Optional: folder for homework/study hall
  ○ Girls: Bring Kleenex to 1st period class/Boys: Bring wipes to 1st period class

➢ English
  ○ Pocket folder labeled for English

➢ World Studies
  ○ 1-subject notebook labeled for World Studies
  ○ Pocket folder labeled for World Studies

➢ Science
  ○ 1-subject notebook labeled for Science
  ○ 1.5 inch binder labeled for Science

➢ Math/Accelerated Math  (note: Not all students take this course)
  ○ TI-30XIIS calculator

➢ Algebra I  (note: Not all students take this course)
  ○ Graph paper
  ○ 2-inch binder labeled for Algebra
  ○ Calculator (TI-84 recommended or TI-30X at minimum)

➢ Intro to Spanish
  ○ Pocket folder labeled for Spanish

➢ Intro to STEAM
  ○ Pocket folder labeled for STEAM
  ○ Glue stick
  ○ Scissors

➢ Physical Education/Health
  ○ Phys Ed - Tennis Shoes

➢ General Music
  ○ Composite journal or 1-subject notebook labeled for Music
  ○ Folder labeled for Music